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a b s t r a c t
In recent years, publish–subscribe systems based on XML ﬁltering have received much
attention in ubiquitous computing environments and Internet applications. The main challenge is to process a large number of content against millions of user subscriptions. Several
XML ﬁltering systems focus on the efﬁcient processing of structural matching of user subscriptions represented as XPath twig patterns. However, existing techniques provide limited or no support for twig patterns that contain various operators in the value-based
predicates. In this paper, we present the pFiST system that ﬁlters XML documents by transforming twig patterns into sequences based on Prüfer’s method. This sequencing idea for
XML ﬁltering was ﬁrst demonstrated by FiST [J. Kwon, P. Rao, B. Moon, S. Lee, FiST: scalable
XML document ﬁltering by sequencing twig patterns, in: Proceedings of the 31st VLDB
Conference, Trondheim, Norway, 2005, pp. 217–228]. The focus of pFiST is to support
value-based predicates in twig patterns in addition to matching their structure. The pFiST
system supports equality and non-equality operators, and in addition can handle logical
operators such as AND and OR in the value-based predicates. Extensive experimental results
show that pFiST provides good performance over data sets with different characteristics.
Ó 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Publish–subscribe (pub–sub) systems based on XML (Extensible Markup Language) document ﬁltering play an important
role in Internet applications by enabling selective dissemination of information. In a typical publish–subscribe (pub–sub)
system, whenever new content is produced, it is selectively delivered to interested subscribers. This has enabled new services such as alerting and notiﬁcation services for users interested in knowing about the latest products in the market, current affairs, stock price changes, etc. on a variety of devices like mobile phones, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) and
desktops. Such services necessitate the development of software systems that enable scalable and efﬁcient matching of a
large number of content against millions of user subscriptions.
In XML ﬁltering, user proﬁles are represented as twig patterns1 using XPath expressions [2]. Generally, a twig pattern speciﬁes patterns of selection predicates on multiple elements that have some speciﬁed tree structured relationship in an XML document [3]. Note that XML ﬁltering is fundamentally different from XML query processing or pattern matching. The main goal of
XML query processing is to ﬁnd speciﬁc parts within XML documents which match a query by building suitable indexes over
XML documents [3–7]. In XML ﬁltering, the roles of twig patterns and documents are reversed – the twig patterns are indexed in
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Fig. 1. Three twig pattern queries with value-based predicates.

order to quickly determine if they contain a match in an input document. Formally the problem of XML ﬁltering can be stated as
follows:
Given a set of twig patterns, ﬁnd those patterns that appear in an input XML document.
Several XML ﬁltering systems [8–14,1] focus on efﬁciently matching the structure of twig patterns. In our previous work
[1], we developed a novel XML ﬁltering system called FiST (Filtering by Sequencing Twigs). FiST focused on holistic structure
matching of twig patterns without breaking them into several root-to-leaf paths and processing them individually. In addition, FiST focused on ordered twig pattern matching, which is useful for applications that require the nodes in a twig pattern
to follow the document order in XML.
However, existing solutions provide limited or no support for twig patterns that contain value-based predicates with various operators. Consider three twig pattern queries in Fig. 1. Each of these queries consists of four elements market, stock,
code and sell_price, and they share the same path expressions, namely, //market/stock/code and //market/stock/
sell_price. Although these three twig pattern queries have the same structure, they can be reported as matches to an
XML document only after their predicates are tested and are matched to the input document values.
Suppose that a document containing the stock price of HP is given to the system. If proﬁle matching is done in top-down
fashion (as is done by most existing approaches such as YFilter [9]), then all three queries will pass the test based on the
structural part of queries, and the ﬁnal match will be found only after checking against values-based predicates is completed.
To address this potential bottleneck in proﬁle matching, we propose the pFiST (predicate enabled FiST) system to support
value-based predicates in twig patterns. pFiST is an extension of the FiST system [1] and can support structure matching as
well as value-based predicates in twig patterns. The value-based predicates are handled differently according to the operators in the twig patterns. Further logical operators such as AND and OR can be handled by pFiST. pFiST evaluates twig patterns
in a bottom-up fashion, which means that the value-based predicates are checked before the structure matching. Thus we
need not check the structure information of the ﬁrst two twig patterns. Only the third twig pattern is tested and identiﬁed as
a match to the document. This shows that a bottom-up evaluation has an advantage of considering less twig patterns containing value-based predicates.
The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
 Value-based predicate processing: Our pFiST system provides a comprehensive solution to XML ﬁltering by supporting the
evaluation of value-based predicates in twig patterns in addition to matching of their structures. Thus pFiST can be used
for a wide-variety of applications that require XML ﬁltering.
 Comparison and logical operators in predicates: pFiST supports both equality operator (=) and non-equality operators
(<; >; <¼; >¼) in a value-based predicate. Further, logical-AND and logical-OR operators can be arbitrarily speciﬁed in
twig patterns and pFiST can process such twig patterns. These operators are handled by a simpliﬁcation and decomposition approach.
 Experimental evaluation: For performance evaluation, extensive experiments were conducted over different data sets such
as NITF (News Industry Text Format) and Treebank. We compared pFiST with YFilter for equality predicates by varying the
size of input documents. Further, we evaluated the scalability and ﬁltering time of pFiST for varying document sizes, varying twig patterns in terms of number, probability of operators/predicates, and selectivities. In addition, we measured the
memory usage of pFiST.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is brieﬂy discussed in Section 2. Section 3 explains background
for our work, and Section 4 gives an overview of the design of pFiST. We present the techniques for value-based predicate
processing in Section 5 and describe the extensions for processing logical operators in Section 6. Section 7 discusses the
results of our performance study. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.
2. Related work
The popularity of XML as a standard for information exchange has triggered several research efforts to build scalable XML
ﬁltering systems. Existing approaches can be broadly classiﬁed into four categories namely (1) automaton-based approaches,
(2) index-based approaches, (3) sequence-based approaches and (4) other approaches.
Most of the previous approaches have been based on constructing automaton representations for user proﬁles [8–12,15].
XFilter [8] was one of the early works in XML ﬁltering based on constructing a DFA (Deterministic Finite Automata) for user
proﬁles. YFilter [9] is a continual work of XFilter and uses a NFA (Non-deterministic Finite Automata) based approach for
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shared processing of XPath expressions. Two approaches for processing value-based predicates were also studied. However,
YFilter handles predicates on attributes or text data of elements which contain only equality operators and does not support
AND/OR operators in value-based predicates.
There has been work on ﬁltering using automata with buffers. XSM (XML Stream Machine) [10] adopted a transducer
based approach and used a subset of XQuery as a query language. To handle a subset of XQuery properly, the authors introduced the use of internal buffers. However, XSM does not support the descendant axis in a query. A streaming XPath engine,
called XSQ [11], handles multiple predicates, closures, and aggregations by using a hierarchical network of pushdown transducers augmented with buffers. However, XSQ evaluates only one XPath expression at a time. XPush [12] proposed the use of
a modiﬁed deterministic pushdown automaton to simulate the execution of XPath ﬁlters and handle predicates.
More recently, Pﬁlter [15] was proposed for processing a special matching character ‘%’ in value-based predicates, which
is used by LIKE operator in SQL. For this reason, Pﬁlter extended YFilter by having two automata, one for structure matching
and the other for value-based predicates. However, Pﬁlter does not support range-value predicates and logical AND/OR operators in value-based predicates.
In the second category, there are also several approaches [13,14] that build an index for efﬁcient ﬁltering. A trie-based
data structure, called XTrie [13], was proposed to support ﬁltering of complex twigs. XTrie indexes sub-strings of path
expressions that only contain parent–child operators, and shares the processing of only these common sub-strings among
the queries. XTrie focused only on structure matching. Bruno et al. [14] studied index-based and navigation-based XML multi-query processing and showed both techniques have their own advantages. However, they do not consider the queries that
contain value-based predicates.
In the third category, several ﬁltering systems are included [1,16,17]. FiST [1] proposed the ﬁrst sequence-based XML ﬁltering system which works in a bottom-up way by encoding XML documents and twig patterns into Prûfer sequences. Recently, branch sequencing approach [16] and BoXFilter [17] were proposed. The branch sequencing approach avoids the
post-processing phase and it retrieves the matched nodes in a single parse of the document. BoXFilter is similar to FiST,
but introduces the idea of early pruning by grouping sequences into envelopes. However, all these sequence-based
approaches do not support the value-based predicates in twig patterns.
In the ﬁnal category, there are also several approaches [18–22]. Tian et al. [18] proposed an XML-based pub–sub system
using a relational database system. A predicate-based ﬁltering system [19] has been proposed that encodes XPath expressions as ordered sets of predicates. A recent system called AFilter [20] exploits preﬁx and sufﬁx commonalities in the set
of XPath queries. However, neither supports the value-based predicates in a twig pattern. Note that the meaning of predicates in the predicate-based ﬁltering system differs from that of predicates in twig patterns. The predicates translated from
an XPath query encode the relative position information of each two adjacent tags [19]. For example, an XPath query /a//b is
translated two predicates such as ðpa ; ¼; 1Þ and ðdðpa ; pb Þ; P; 1Þ. The predicate ðpa ; ¼; 1Þ represents a constraint on the position of the tag a in the XPath query. The predicate ðdðpa ; pb Þ; P; 1Þ represents a constraint between the relative position of tag
‘b’ and tag ‘a’ and an ancestor–descendant relationship in the XPath query. More recently, Gou and Chirkova [21] have proposed two stream-querying algorithms, LQ and EQ, which are based on lazy strategy and eager strategy, respectively. However, they focused on processing a single XPath expression at a time. Koch et al. [22] proposed a technique for efﬁcient search
and navigation in XML documents by taking string matching algorithms. However, they assume that a nonrecursive schema
is available. Their system does not support non-equality operators.
Much work has been done in the area of XML query processing and pattern matching [3–7,23]. In XML query processing,
XML documents are indexed to quickly ﬁnd all occurrences of a twig pattern. However, in XML ﬁltering, the twig patterns
are indexed in order to quickly determine those that appear in an input document. Bruno et al. [3] proposed a holistic twig
pattern processing algorithm, called TwigStack. TwigStack achieves optimality for twig patterns with ancestor–descendant
relationships only. TJFast [4] was proposed to access only leaf elements by exploiting extended Dewey IDs. Twig2Stack [5]
is a bottom-up algorithm for processing twig queries based on hierarchical stack encoding. PRIX [7,24] proposed the use of
Prüfer sequences for XML indexing and twig query processing. However, the aforementioned approaches do not handle OR
operators in twig patterns. Jiang et al. [6] have studied the efﬁcient processing of twig queries with OR predicates in the context
of XML indexing and query processing. FleXPath [23] is a framework that integrates structure and full-text querying in XML.
Structure conditions of queries are evaluated by an XPath engine and ‘‘contains” predicates are processed an IR (Information
Retrieval) engine. A materialized XPath views approach [25] was proposed for processing XML queries. The views may contain
copies of XML fragments and can be used to answer a user query containing XPath expressions. A semantic caching system,
called ACE-XQ [26], has been proposed to improve the query performance over XML documents in a distributed environment.
However, FleXPath, the materialized XPath views approach, and ACE-XQ system do not support multi-query evaluation.
We now describe some of the more recent work in publish–subscribe systems [27–30]. Massively multi-query join processing (MMQJP) technique [29] was proposed for processing a large number of inter-document queries. Inter-document
queries join different XML documents based on the values in their nodes, either attributes or text. They proposed the
XML Stream Conjunctive Language (XSCL) which consists of three clauses: SELECT, FROM and PUBLISH. A piggyback optimization [27] was proposed for optimizing the performance of content-based dissemination of XML data. However, they only
considered a subset of XPath that uses only the child (‘‘/”) and descendant (‘‘//”) axes. Milo et al. [28] studied topic-based
publish–subscribe systems and proposed a novel technique for minimizing the maintenance overhead for topics. In topicbased publish–subscribe systems, publishers and subscribers are connected together by a predeﬁned topic. In XML ﬁltering
systems, however, subscribers specify their interests through XPath queries. Published documents are matched against
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XPath queries and delivered to the interested subscribers. Chandramouli et al. [30] proposed techniques for scalable processing and dissemination of a large number of subscriptions with value-based notiﬁcation conditions. However, the subscriptions track the value of the same data item over time and this work does not deal with XML.
Our motivations. Most previous work on XML ﬁltering focused on processing structural matches of twig patterns against incoming XML documents. Some of the previous work support a limited form of value-based predicates in twig patterns. They do not
support non-equality operators and logical AND/OR operators in twig patterns. These shortcomings have motivated us to build
a comprehensive XML ﬁltering system that evaluates value-based predicates in twig patterns and matches their structure
holistically.

3. Background
In this section, we describe the twig pattern queries supported by pFiST, explain how XML documents are processed by
the SAX parser, and describe how Prüfer sequences are generated from twig patterns.
3.1. Twig pattern queries supported by pFiST
A user proﬁle (or twig pattern) is expressed using the XPath language [2]. XPath deﬁnes expressions for selecting nodes of
an XML document tree. Generally, a twig pattern speciﬁes patterns of selection predicates on multiple elements that have
some speciﬁed tree structured relationship in an XML document [3].
Fig. 2 describes a subset of XPath supported by pFiST. This subset contains location path expressions as well as valuebased predicates. A location path is a structural pattern composed of sub-expression called step, joined by the ‘/’ or ‘//’, where
‘/’ denotes a child location step axis and ‘//’ denotes a descendant location step axis. A value-based predicate is an expression
that has comparison operators and logical operators and is evaluated with respect to the context node in an XPath expression. Comparison operators include equality (=) and non-equality operators (<; >; <¼; >¼) and logical operators include
AND/OR operators. Note that the NOT operator is not supported by pFiST. For example, //market/stock[code=HP OR code=
IBM AND sell_price > 25] is a valid XPath query for the grammar in Fig. 2.
3.2. SAX events for XML ﬁltering
Incoming XML documents that need to be ﬁltered are ﬁrst parsed by a SAX (Simple API for XML) parser [31]. The SAX
parser generates a StartTagHandler event for each opening tag of an element and an EndTagHandler event for each closing
tag of an element. A Characters event reports a string, which is inside between a start tag and an end tag. A StartDocument
event and an EndDocument event are reported at the start and the end of an XML document.
Fig. 3 shows an example on how the SAX parser invokes ﬁve types of events when it parses an XML document. For example,
when the parser sees the start tag and the end tag of ‘c’, it invokes the start element event and the end element event, respectively. When the parser sees the string ‘t1’, it invokes the characters event. The bold-faced events are explained in Section 5.3.
3.3. Prüfer sequences
Prüfer sequences provide a bijection between the set of labeled trees on n vertices and the set of sequences of length n  2
on the labels 1 to n by removing nodes from the tree one at a time [32]. A simple iterative algorithm can be used to construct the
Prüfer sequence for tree T n with n nodes labeled from 1 to n. The algorithm starts with an empty sequence. At each step, a leaf
node with the smallest label is deleted and the label of its parent node is appended to partial Prüfer sequences. After n  2

Fig. 2. Grammar of XPath subset.
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Fig. 3. SAX events example.

iterations, a single edge remains and we have produced a sequence of length n  2. The sequence ða1 ; a2 ; a3 ; . . . ; an2 Þ is called
the Prüfer sequence of tree T n , where ai is the label of the parent of a node with the ith smallest label.
The Labeled Prüfer Sequence (LPS) of an XML document tree is obtained by replacing the node numbers in the sequence
with XML tags [7,24]. Because the leaf nodes do not participate in the sequence, we used the extended Prüfer method by adding a dummy child node to each leaf in the tree. In this paper, we use the term Prüfer sequence to refer to the extended LPSs.
Example 1. Consider a twig pattern in Fig. 4. The leaf nodes of the twig pattern are extended by adding dummy child nodes
d1 through d4 . The nodes of the twig pattern are labeled in postorder. The Prüfer sequence of the twig pattern using the node
numbers is 2 10 4 10 6 9 8 9 10. The LPS of the twig pattern is B A C A G E F E A.
Algorithm 1 illustrates how Prüfer sequences are generated for an XML document using a SAX parser. When the StartTagHandler is invoked with a tag name, the tag name is pushed onto the stack as shown in Line 1. When the EndTagHandler is invoked, the element tag is checked if it is a leaf node in the document. If it is a leaf node, the top element of the stack
is used as the next Prüfer sequence label, because a leaf node is considered to have a dummy child node for the purpose of
producing an extended LPS (Lines 2–3). Whether the tag is a leaf or not, the top element is popped from the stack (Line 4) and
the new top element is used as the next Prüfer sequence label (Line 5). The ﬁltering algorithm FindSubsequence is explained
later in Section 4.

Algorithm 1: Prüfer sequences generation
stack S; /* a runtime global stack */
procedure StartTagHandler(tag)
1: S.push(tag)
end
procedure EndTagHandler(tag)
2: if tag is a leaf node then
3: FindSubsequence(S.top( ));
endif
4: S.pop( );
5: FindSubsequence(S.top( ));
end

Fig. 4. Prüfer sequence for a twig pattern.
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4. The proposed system
In this section, we present an overview of pFiST and describe the data structures and ﬁltering algorithms. Note that pFiST
extends our earlier work on FiST to support value-based predicates, and thus shares the basic features of FiST.
4.1. Overview of pFiST
An architectural overview of core modules and the data ﬂow in the pFiST system is shown in Fig. 5. Twig patterns (i.e.,
user proﬁles) are parsed by the XPath parser and converted into Prüfer sequences. The collection of Prüfer sequences is
stored in a hash-based dynamic index called Sequence Index. For each sequence, an auxiliary list called Proﬁle Sequence is
maintained. The ﬁltering engine progressively constructs the Prüfer sequence representation of an input XML document
and performs certain operations when the SAX parser events are invoked.
We have modiﬁed the FiST system to accommodate handling of values-based predicates. The simpliﬁcation and decomposition steps for a twig pattern with AND/OR operators are added into the XPath parser. The SAX events are enhanced for handling value-based predicates. In addition, the Proﬁle Sequence representation is extended to store the value-based predicates
and the subsequence matching step is modiﬁed to process value-based predicates. The details are explained in Sections 5 and
6. However, the reﬁnement phase of FiST, that veriﬁes branch node matches, remains unchanged, because the value-based
predicates cannot occur as branch nodes in the twig patterns.
4.2. Data structures
A twig pattern has a tree structure and its nodes have either parent–child or ancestor–descendant relationships. Each
twig pattern is converted into a Proﬁle Sequence that consists of Sequence Nodes that maintain all the information in the
pattern. Each node in the Proﬁle Sequence has four attributes namely label, qid, loc, and sym. The attribute label stores
the Prüfer sequence label, qid contains an unique identiﬁer, and pos denotes the position of the node in the Proﬁle Sequence.
The attribute sym stores a combination of values as follows:





‘/’ denotes a parent–child relationship.
‘//’ denotes an ancestor–descendant relationship.
‘$’ denotes a branch node.
‘#’ denotes the end node in the Proﬁle Sequence.

Given a node q in the Proﬁle Sequence, its four attributes are referred as qlabel ; qqid ; qloc and qsym , respectively.
Two sample twig patterns and their corresponding Proﬁle Sequences are given in Fig. 6a. The ﬁrst Sequence Node of Q 1
has a value ‘/’ due to a parent–child relationship with the second node. The ﬁrst Sequence Node of Q 2 has a value ‘//’ due to an
ancestor–descendant relationship with the second node. Q 1 has two branch nodes A and E, which have three and two child
nodes each. Thus the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 9th nodes have ‘$’ symbols in their sym attributes. Some branch nodes could have
two symbols at the same time. Since the 8th node of Q 1 has a parent relationship with the 9th node, it has two values ‘$’ and
‘/’. The last node in the Proﬁle Sequence has value ‘#’.

Fig. 5. Architecture overview.
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Fig. 6. Data structures.

A hash-based index called Sequence Index is maintained for efﬁcient ﬁltering of XML documents over twig patterns. The
Sequence Index is built over Proﬁle Sequences. The label of a Sequence Node is used as a key in the hash table. With each key
in the index, the Sequence Index contains a list of nodes from Proﬁle Sequences that need to be matched next. The notation
Q i;j denotes the jth Sequence Node of a twig pattern Q i .
Initially the ﬁrst nodes of the Proﬁle Sequences are added to the Sequence Index. The Sequence Index is updated dynamically during the subsequence matching phase. When a new Prüfer sequence label of an input XML document is generated
during the subsequence matching phase, the nodes in the list corresponding to the label are examined depending on their
sym values. On a successful test, the next nodes in the corresponding sequences are inserted into the Sequence Index. When
the end of current document is reached, all nodes in Sequence Index will be removed except the ﬁrst nodes of all the Proﬁle
Sequences.
Fig. 6b shows the initial Sequence Index after inserting two twig patterns shown in Fig. 6a. The ﬁrst nodes of the Proﬁle
Sequences are added to the Sequence Index.
4.3. Filtering algorithm
The ﬁltering algorithm of pFiST, which is an extension of the FiST system [1], also consists of two steps: progressive subsequence matching and branch node veriﬁcation. A complete description of the ﬁltering algorithm is provided in our earlier
paper [1]. Here we brieﬂy explain the main steps.
Conceptually, the ﬁrst phase of the ﬁltering algorithm involves subsequence matching between the proﬁles sequences
and the input document sequence in order to compute the superset of twig patterns that contain a match in the input document. The following theorem states the relationship between the sequence representation of a twig pattern and an XML
document.
Theorem 1 [7]. If a query tree Q is a subgraph of a document tree T, then LPS(Q) is a subsequence of LPS(T).
Each time EndTagHandler is invoked, the top element of the stack indicates the ith element of the LPS of the document
and the ﬁltering procedure FindSubsequence is invoked (see Algorithm 1). During the subsequence matching phase, pFiST
(similar to FiST) performs additional tests to eliminate most false matches by using the runtime stack.
The core ﬁltering steps are shown in Algorithm 2. Using the label L as a key, the Sequence Index is searched to obtain the
list of nodes to be tested (Line 1.) For each node q in the list, an appropriate action is taken depending on the values in qsym
(Lines 4–6). The runtime stack allows parent–child and ancestor–descendant relationships to be tested during this phase.
StackTest procedure in Line 8 is used to check whether the relationship of q and q0 (the next Sequence Node of q) is satisﬁed
according to qsym by checking if it appears in the runtime stack. If a node q has a symbol ‘$’, then we store the matched tag to
facilitate the reﬁnement phase (Lines 4 and 10). When a node q has a symbol ‘#’, the branch node veriﬁcation step is invoked
to eliminate false matches. After the while loop, the next node of branch node (qsym has a ‘$’ symbol) is copied into the
Sequence Index (Line 12).
Example 2. We demonstrate the execution of the ﬁltering algorithm with an XML document T and two twig patterns in Fig.
7. When FindSubseqeunce(C) is invoked, the state of runtime global stack is shown in Fig. 7. First, we obtained the node
Q 2;1 in the Sequence Index for key C. Because the value of Q 2;1sym is ‘/’, the StackTest(Q 2;2 , Q 2;2 , ‘/’) is called. Because the
label A is one element below the label B, the StackTest is successful. Q 2;2 is a branch node, so the next node Q 2;3 is added to
the Sequence Index using hash key D because the label of Q 2;3 is D. Fig. 7c shows the changes during the subsequence
matching.
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Fig. 7. An illustration of the ﬁltering process.

Theorem 1 guarantees having no false dismissals but it is possible to have false positives because the Labeled Prüfer Sequence does not consider the structural features of neither the query nor the XML document. Therefore, the second phase,
branch node veriﬁcation, is needed to discard false matches after checking the connectedness property for branch nodes in
twig patterns.
Example 3. Consider the XML document T and twig patterns in Fig. 7. The Prüfer sequences of the document, LPS(T), is ‘‘C B A
D B A C A G E F E A”.2 The Prüfer sequences of twig patterns Q 1 and Q 2 , denoted by LPSðQ 1 Þ and LPSðQ 2 Þ, are ‘‘B A C A G E F E
A” and ‘‘C B D B A”. Two queries are identiﬁed as candidate matches for the document during the ﬁrst step, because LPSðQ 1 Þ
and LPSðQ 2 Þ are both subsequences of LPS(T). Underlines in labels of LPS(T) show the subsequence for LPSðQ 2 Þ. The twig
pattern Q 2 is discarded after branch node veriﬁcation, since the ﬁrst ‘B’ is matched to the ﬁrst occurrence which is denoted as
(B,2) in the document and the second ‘B’ is matched to the second occurrence denoted as (B,4).

5. Value-based predicate processing
In this section, we present our ﬁltering scheme for value-based predicate processing. First, we describe observations for
processing value-based predicates. Next, we propose the data structures for twig patterns containing value-based predicates.
Two alternative representations for value-based predicates are proposed according to the observations. Then, we explain
how the values in an XML document are used in the ﬁltering algorithm to handle value-based predicates. To simplify the
presentation, our discussion in this section focuses on the twig patterns that do not involve logical operators. We will present
the techniques to support logical operators in Section 6.

2

Spaces between labels are inserted for clarity.
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5.1. Observation
For processing value-based predicates in twig patterns and XML documents, we have observed the following
characteristics:
(1) When a SAX parser parses an XML document, the value is located between a start tag and an end tag and is delivered
in the ‘‘characters” event.
(2) The value and its parent start tag in the XML document can be interpreted as having a parent–child relationship with
an equality operator.
(3) Values in twig patterns have two modes, whereas the values in XML documents have only one mode. The value in the
XML document is always an exact mode with an equality operator. However, the values of predicates in a twig pattern
could have a range mode when non-equality operators appear in predicates.
Example 4. Consider an XML document in Fig. 3. A value ‘‘t1” is located inside its parent tag ‘‘c”. This means that the tag ‘‘c”
and the value ‘‘t1” have a parent–child relationship with an equality operator and the value ‘‘t1” is a value in exact mode.
Consider a twig pattern Q 4 in Fig. 9a. The value of ‘‘5” in the twig pattern can be considered as a value in the range mode
because of the ‘‘<” operator.
The values in the exact modes appears in both documents and twig patterns. We can transform these values into the labels of Prüfer sequences and process them in the same manner as the tags at the subsequence matching step. However, the
values in the range modes appear only in twig patterns. In addition, we lose the information of non-equality operators if we
transform only these values into the labels of Prüfer sequences. Thus, we need to treat values in twig patterns differently
according to the operators.
5.2. Handling predicates in twig patterns
The basic idea of handling value-based predicates with equality operators is to treat value-based predicates as tag elements in twig patterns. Thus when the twig pattern is transformed into the Prüfer sequence representation, an independent
sequence node for the value-based predicate is generated. This means the values in the exact mode become parts of the
structure matching.
Fig. 8 shows a twig pattern Q 3 and its Proﬁle Sequence. Q 3 has two value-based predicates with values ‘‘t1” and ‘‘10”,
which have equality operators. The 1st and 4th sequence nodes are generated for these predicates in the Proﬁle Sequence.
Attributes label; qid; loc and sym of each sequence node have appropriate values explained in Section 4.2. These sequence
nodes are processed in the same manner as the nodes for elements during the subsequence matching.
To process value predicates with non-equality operators, the sequence nodes need not be generated in the Proﬁle Sequence. Instead, the value-based predicate information containing the value and the operator is added to the sequence node
which is a parent node of the predicate. We do not generate an independent sequence node, because the range value cannot
be used as a key to look up the Sequence Index.
Each predicate information is a 3-tuple (Op, val, Type), where:
 Op denotes an operator.
 val is the value of a value-based predicate.
 Type is an integer value for the type of val, which is determined as follows: 0 for a string type, 1 for a ﬂoat type and 2 for an
integer type.
Given a node q in the Proﬁle Sequence, the predicate information is denoted by qpi .
Example 5. Fig. 9 depicts a twig pattern Q 4 and its Proﬁle Sequence. There are two value-based predicates ‘‘c ¼ t1” and
‘‘d < 5” in Q 4 . Because the ﬁrst predicate ‘‘c ¼ t1” has a value in exact mode due to the equality operator, the ﬁrst node for
value ‘‘t1” is generated in the Proﬁle Sequence. However, the second predicate ‘‘d < 5” has a value in the range mode due to

Fig. 8. Predicates with equality operators.
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Fig. 9. Predicates with non-equality operators.

the non-equality operator. Thus the predicate information (<, 5, 2) is added to the 4th sequence node in the Proﬁle
Sequence.
5.3. Algorithms for processing value-based predicates
To handle the values (i.e., predicates) in an XML document, we enhanced SAX events and the subsequence matching function. Algorithm 3 shows SAX events, StartTagHandler EndTagHandler and Characters, which accommodate the ﬁltering algorithm capable of processing value-based predicates. Algorithm 4 shows the PredTest procedure for processing
value-based predicates. The FindSubsequence procedure in Algorithm 2 needs to be extended taking two parameters
and to be augmented by inserting the PredTest procedure.

Algorithm 3: SAX handlers for processing value-based predicates
stack S;
string Pred;
procedure StartTagHandler(tag)
1: S.push(tag)
2: foreach attribute attr in tag do
3:
FindSubsequence(attrvalue , Null);
4:
FindSubsequence(attrname ; attr value );
endfch
end
procedure Characters(value)
5: Pred
value
6: FindSubsequence(Pred, Null);
end
procedure EndTagHandler(tag)
7: if tag is a leaf node then
8:
FindSubsequence(S.top( ), Pred);
9:
Pred
Null;
endif
10: S.pop( );
12: if Pred is Null then FindSubsequence(S.top( ), Null);
13: else FindSubsequence(S.top( ), Pred);
14: Pred
Null;
end

/* a runtime global stack */
/* a string for the value predicate */

/* exact mode */
/* range mode */

/* exact mode */

/* range mode */

/* exact mode */
/* range mode */

In the StartTagHandler procedure, an opening tag in an XML document is stored in a runtime global stack. The runtime
global stack is used during the subsequence matching. The values of an attributes are processed within this function. The
FindSubsequence procedure is invoked twice. The ﬁrst call in Line 3 is for the values in the exact mode, where the value
of attribute ðattrvalue Þ is used as a key to look up the Sequence Index. The second call in Line 4 is for the values in the range
mode, where attribute name ðattr name Þ is used as a key to look up the Sequence Index and the value of attribute ðattr value Þ is
compared to the predicate information of a Sequence Node.
The Characters procedure handles values in the exact mode by calling the FindSubsequence procedure in Line 6. For
processing values in the range modes of twig patterns, the bookkeeping for the value is done in Line 5. This value is used in
the EndTagHandler procedure.
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In the EndTagHandler procedure, the FindSubsequence procedure is also invoked twice. The FindSubsequence procedure in Line 8 is used to check value-based predicates with equality operators, whereas the FindSubsequence procedure in Line
12 is used to check value-based predicates with non-equality operators. The stored string is reset to NULL after it is processed.

Algorithm 4 shows the PredTest procedure which performs the comparison between predicate information (qpi ) and a
string ðstrÞ. The predicate information is obtained from a Sequence Node and a string is passed by the SAX handlers in Algorithm 3. If a str is NULL, nothing needs to be done (Line 1). Function Eval(pival ; op; val) in Line 4 returns true if the relationship between values pival and val satisﬁes the operator op.
For processing value-based predicates, FindSubsequence in Algorithm 2 should be extended as follows. First, the extended FindSubsequence procedure takes two input parameters as shown in Algorithm 3. The ﬁrst parameter (i.e., tag)
is used as a key to lookup the Sequence Index. The second parameter (i.e., str) is used when the predicate information of
Sequence Nodes in the current lists are checked. Second, the extended FindSubsequence procedure can be augmented
by inserting the PredTest procedure before checking structure information of a twig pattern (Line 3 in Algorithm 2).
As for the augmentation, it is an easy task for pFiST because pFiST evaluates twig patterns and XML documents in a bottom fashion. However, it is a difﬁcult to augment YFilter and other approaches by inserting PredTest procedure since they
process twig patterns and XML documents in a top-down fashion.

Fig. 10. Value-based predicate processing.
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Fig. 11. Changes in Sequence Index during ﬁltering.

We illustrate the execution of ﬁltering algorithm with the XML document in Fig. 3a and twig patterns Q 3 and Q 4 in Figs. 8
and 9. The sequence of SAX events is also shown in Fig. 3a, however, we focus on some SAX events with bold-faced fonts in
this example.
Example 6. Fig. 10 shows the changes in the global stack and main comparisons between the stack and twig patterns during
ﬁltering.
FindSubsequence(t1, Null) is invoked in Characters(t1) event. The current nodes Q 3;1 and Q 4;1 of the Sequence
Index are obtained by using hash key ‘‘t1”. Since the second parameter is Null, the PredTest procedure is skipped. The
dotted regions of twig patterns Q 3 and Q 4 are compared to the stack. At the end of FindSubsequence(t1), we found that
both Q 3 and Q 4 are passed successfully. Thus the 4th sequence nodes of Q 3 and Q 4 are copied to the Sequence Index using
the label ‘‘10” and ‘‘d” as keys, respectively. This is shown in Fig. 11.
In Characters(10) event, FindSubsequence(10, Null) is invoked and the current node Q 3;4 of the Sequence Index is
obtained by using hash key ‘‘10”. After a comparison between the stack and the dotted region of Q 3 ; Q 3 is identiﬁed as a
match to the document.
In EndTagHander(d) event, FindSubsequence(d,10) is called for values in the range mode. The tag ‘‘d” is used to
search the Sequence Index in Fig. 11. Q 4;4 existed in the current list. Since the second parameter is not Null, the PredTest is
performed using the value of ‘‘10” and predicate information (<, 5, 2) of Q 4;4 . At this step, Q 4;4 fails to satisfy the predicate
information.

6. Extensions
Queries in many real applications may contain logical-AND and logical-OR operators. In pFiST, when we transform twig
patterns with AND/OR operators into Prüfer sequences, we avoid storing these operators as part of these sequences. To capture the semantics of these operators we propose a decomposition approach for OR operators and a simpliﬁcation approach
for AND operators.
6.1. Notations
We represent a twig pattern with logical operators as a tree containing two types of nodes namely (a) location step node
(LNode) and (b) predicate node (PNode). A location step node (LNode) has a’/’ or ’//’ axis with a tag name for node test. A predicate node (PNode) contains a value-based predicate of a query and the ‘‘AND/OR” operators including brackets ‘[’ and ‘]’. Fig.
12 shows the tree representation for a twig pattern Q 5 . An LNode is denoted by a circle and a PNode is denoted by a
rectangle.
The above notations are similar to those introduced by Jiang et al. [6] for XML query processing.

Fig. 12. Tree representation.
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6.2. Predicates with OR operators
A decomposition approach is used by pFiST to handle a twig pattern with OR operators. The key idea is to split a twig
pattern with OR-predicates into multiple twig patterns without OR-predicates. Although the number of twig patterns stored
in the Sequence Index increases due to the decomposition of a query, the subsequence matching algorithm can be applied
without any modiﬁcations.
As described in Algorithm 5, the steps for decomposing a twig pattern with OR operators are quite straightforward. Suppose
a predicate in a twig query is in disjunctive normal form. If the number of OR operators in the predicate is k, the structural portion of the query (i.e., LNodes) will be replicated ðk þ 1Þ times, and each of the ðk þ 1Þ replicated queries will be given one of the
ðk þ 1Þ conjunctive terms for its predicate. Generally, if a twig pattern query comes with n predicates p1 ; . . . ; pn with
ki ð1 6 i 6 nÞ OR operators each, then the structural portion of the query will be replicated ðk1 þ 1Þ  ðk2 þ 1Þ     
ðkn þ 1Þ times. Each of the replicated queries will then be given one of the ðki þ 1Þ conjunctive terms for the ith OR-predicate
pi for each i ð1 6 i 6 nÞ. See the examples below for illustration of query decomposition.

Algorithm 5: Decomposition of twig patterns with OR operators
Input: {q} – q is a twig pattern having OR operators;
procedure Decomposition(q)
1: if q is in disjunctive normal form then
2:
num
1 + # of OR operators in q;
else
3:
num
ðk1 þ 1Þ  ðk2 þ 1Þ      ðkn þ 1Þ when q has n predicates p1 ; . . . ; pn with ki ð1 6 i 6 nÞ OR operators each;
endif
4: foreach PNode p of q do
5:
LNode l
the parent node of p;
6:
add all nodes of q except p to List;
7:
remove p from l;
8:
delete OR operators and brackets such as ‘[’ and ‘]’ in p;
9:
create twig patterns to the value of num by copying the nodes from List
10:
for i ¼ 1 to num do
11:
Add ith expression e to LNode l as a child node for the ith twig pattern;
endfor
endfch
end

Example 7. Fig. 13 shows the decomposition of twig pattern Q 6 whose predicate is represented in disjunctive normal form.
After applying the decomposition algorithm, Q 6 is decomposed into four twig patterns namely Q 6 1 ; Q 6 2 ; Q 6 3 and Q 6 4 . The
twig pattern Q 6 2 can be simpliﬁed because it contains an AND operator. (The simplication of AND operators is discussed in
the following section.) Fig. 14 shows the decomposition of a twig pattern with multiple predicates. A twig pattern Q 7 is
decomposed into the four twig patterns such as Q 7 1 ; Q 7 2 ; Q 7 3 and Q 7 4 .

Fig. 13. Decomposition of a twig pattern with OR operators in disjunctive normal form.
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Fig. 14. Decomposition of a twig pattern with multiple predicates.

Fig. 15. Simpliﬁed twig pattern for Q 5 after removing the AND operator.

6.3. Predicates with AND operators
A simpliﬁcation method is used by pFiST to handle a twig pattern with AND operators. The key idea of simpliﬁcation can
be understood using the following example. A predicate [e1 AND e2 ] in a twig pattern has the same semantics as that of having two successive predicates ½e1  and ½e2 . Thus we translate the predicates with AND operators of a LNode into a set of successive predicates of the same LNode without AND operators. After simpliﬁcation of twig patterns, we can apply the ﬁltering
algorithm without any modiﬁcations.
The steps for simplifying a twig pattern with AND operators are given in Algorithm 6. For each PNode p of a twig pattern,
the parent LNode l of p is identiﬁed and p is removed from l (Lines 2 and 3). After deleting AND operators and brackets such
as ‘[’ and ‘]’ (Line 4), the expressions in p are enumerated (Line 5). Each expression is inserted as a child of LNode l which is a
parent node of the PNode p (Line 6). In other words, the expressions become successive predicates of the parent node.

Algorithm 6: Simpliﬁcation
Input: {q} – q is a twig pattern having AND operators;
procedure Simplification(q)
1: foreach PNode p of the twig pattern q dol
2:
LNode l
the parent node of p;
3:
remove p from l;
4:
delete AND operators and brackets such as ‘[’ and ‘]’ in p;
5:
foreach expression e in p do
6:
Add the expression e with brackets into l as the child node;
endfch
endch
end

Example 8. Fig. 15 shows the twig pattern obtained after simpliﬁcation of Q 5 in Fig. 12. Two expressions in the PNode
become children of the LNode ‘/b’.
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Table 1
Characteristics of DTDs
Name

Number of distinct tags

Max. depth of document

NITF
Treebank

123
250

10
20

7. Experimental results
In this section, we present the results of some experiments to analyze the performance of value-based predicate ﬁltering.
7.1. Experimental setup
7.1.1. Data sets and twig patterns
In our experiments, we used two different data sets: NITF and Treebank. NITF is an XML-based DTD designed for the
markup and delivery of news content [33]. Treebank is an XML-based encoding format for the representation of linguistic
corpora [34]. Features of the data sets are shown in Table 1. The ﬁrst column shows the number of distinct tags in XML documents. The second column shows the maximum depth of XML documents. NITF is rather shallow, while Treebank is deeper
and has many recursions in elements.
To test the system, we required generators for both documents and queries. For documents, we generated the data sets
from the NITF and Treebank DTDs using a modiﬁed version of the IBM’s XML Generator [35]. We introduced the parameter
MaxValue which determines the number of values that the data of elements and attributes of elements can take. We used the
default values for the other parameters.
In each data set, documents were grouped by their sizes in bytes. In subsequent discussions, these document groups will
be referred to as ‘‘5k”, ‘‘10k”, ‘‘20k” and ‘‘30k”. Each document group contained 200 XML documents, and all the reported
experimental results were averaged over the entire set of documents.
To generate twig patterns expressed in the XPath language, we used a modiﬁed version of the XPath generator from the
YFilter package [9]. The characteristics of the parameters and their values used to generate twig patterns as workload are
summarized in Table 2. The parameter L bounds the maximum depth of the twig pattern and is set to 6 for NITF and 10
for Treebank. We varied the twig patterns that were indexed by the ﬁltering system from 50,000 to 150,000 in steps of
25,000. The number of value-based predicates was varied from 1 to 4. The parameters pp ; pe ; pn and po determine the probability of predicates, an equality operator, a non-equality operator and an OR operator in each twig pattern, respectively. The
parameter h controls the skewness of the Zipf distribution [36] used for selecting element names and data values. The element names and data values were chosen from uniform distribution at the value of 0. Otherwise, the choice of the element
names and data values was skewed according to the value of h.
7.1.2. Environments
All experiments were performed on a 2.4 GHz Pentium IV machine with 512 MB memory running Linux. The pFiST code
was compiled with GNU g++ compiler version 3.3.2.
7.2. Effect of equality operators
In this experiment, we compare our algorithms with the YFilter system [9] which is the most popular XML ﬁltering technique. Since traditional XML ﬁltering systems have focused on processing structure matching of twig patterns, we chose YFilter, as it has been also shown to support value-based predicates. However, YFilter supports only equality operators on
attributes and text data in value-based predicates, hence we generate twig patterns containing only equality operators.
The effects of other operators will be analyzed in Section 7.3.
When pFiST was compared with YFilter, their performance trends were measured in scaleup for fair comparison, which
was used in [1]. This is because YFilter (obtained from the University of California at Berkeley) is implemented in Java, while
Table 2
Parameters for synthetic twig patterns
Parameter

Description

Values

Nt
Np
L
pp
pe
pn
po
h

Number of twig patterns
Number of value-based predicates in a twig pattern
Maximum depth of a twig pattern
Probability of predicates
Probability of an equality operator
Probability of a non-equality operator
Probability of an OR operator
Skewness of element names and data values

50,000–150,000
1–4
6 or 10
0.6–1.0
0.0–0.5
1  pe
0.0–0.5
0.0–1.0
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pFiST is implemented in C++ with Xerces XML Parser version 2.5.0 [37]. To measure the scaleup performance, we used the
following formula:

scaleup ¼

tAvg  tAvg base
;
x  xbase

ð1Þ

where tAvg is the ﬁltering time measured for the case under observation at x and tAvg base is the ﬁltering time measured for
the base case at xbase . We assume that the x-axis grows in steps of 1 for all aspects of scalability.
7.2.1. Varying sizes of input XML documents
We measured the scalability of the system as the sizes of XML documents. The results are summarized in Fig. 16. Along
the x-axis, we show the increase in the documents sizes by using data sets ‘‘10k”, ‘‘20k” and ‘‘30k”. The scaleup of YFilter
grew quicker than that of pFiST indicating that YFilter’s ﬁltering cost increased much faster than pFiST. We also observed
that the gap in the scaleup between YFilter and pFiST was widened as the size of the documents and the number of value-based predicates per twig pattern (N p ) were increased. These results demonstrate that pFiST scales better then YFilter,
as the document sizes and N p increase.
7.3. Effect of various operators
Existing techniques such as YFilter do not support non-equality operators and AND/OR operators. Thus due to the lack of a
comparable system, we only present the performance evaluation of pFiST for various twig patterns containing different
operators.
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Fig. 16. Varying sizes of input documents.
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Fig. 17. Varying the number of twig patterns when the number of value-based predicates is varied from 1 to 4 for each twig patterns.
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7.3.1. Varying the number of twig patterns
We measured the scalability of the system as the number of twig patterns and the number of value-based predicates in
each twig pattern increase. Fig. 17 shows the ﬁltering time for various number of twig patterns. The ﬁltering time for both
NITF and Treebank data sets grew as the number of twig patterns increase. We observed that the ﬁltering time grew slowly
as the number of value-based predicates increased. If the number of value-based predicates is large, the number of candidate
twig patterns is reduced during the subsequence matching, and this yields a decrease in the ﬁltering time.
7.3.2. Varying sizes of input XML documents
We measured the scalability of the system by varying the sizes of input XML documents. The results are summarized in
Fig. 18. Along the x-axis, we show the increase in the documents sizes by using data sets ‘‘5k”, ‘‘10k” and ‘‘20k”. For each of
the plots, the number of predicates per twig pattern (N p ) is varied from 1 to 3. The ﬁltering time of both NITF and Treebank
data sets grew linearly as the sizes of documents increase. We also observed that ﬁltering time grew more slowly as the
number of predicates increased.
7.3.3. Varying the number of value-based predicates
In this experiment, we investigate the performance advantage of the pFiST system as the number of predicates per twig
pattern is increased. Fig. 19 summarizes the ﬁltering time as the number of predicates is varied. The number of twig patterns
is ﬁxed to 150,000. Let us analyze the results shown in Fig. 19. The ﬁltering time for both data sets displays a downward
trend. This is consistent with the trend in Fig. 17. The number of branches is increased as the number of predicates are increased, which causes smaller number of candidate twig patterns. This explains the downward tendency.
Another observation from Fig. 19 is that the ﬁltering time of NITF data set decreased considerably, whereas that of
Treebank decreased slightly. The reason is explained from the characteristics of data sets. As shown in Table 1, NITF data sets
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Fig. 18. Varying sizes of input documents.
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Fig. 19. Varying the number of predicates when the number of twig pattern is ﬁxed to 150,000.
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have a smaller number of elements in twig patterns than Treebank data sets. Therefore, NITF data sets are affected more considerably than Treebank data sets in terms of the number of value-based predicates.
7.3.4. Varying the probability of equality operators
To see the effect of the probability of an equality operator, we conducted experiments varying the probability from 0.1 to
0.5. We assumed that pe þ pn ¼ 1. Thus the lower probability of an equality operator means the higher probability of nonequality operators. We set all the parameters to default values except pe and pn .
Fig. 20 shows the results for the case when the probability of the equality operator in each query has varied. As the probability of the equality operator increases, the ﬁltering time is decreased. It is due to the fact that the chance to be the candidate match during the subsequence matching is reduced as the twig pattern has a large number of equality operators in
value-based predicates.
7.3.5. Varying the probability of predicates
In this experiment, we have measured the inﬂuence of selectivity of value predicates. In order to focus on the effect of
selectivity of predicates, ﬁrst we generate the twig pattern by setting the probability of predicates (pp ) to 1.0. Then, we deleted some value-based predicates of twig patterns according to the probability of predicate. Thus twig patterns used in
these experiments have the same structures and have different value-based predicates. By changing the probability of predicates, we can see the effect of selectivity of value predicates.
We observed a downward trend in the ﬁltering time as the probability of predicates decreased in Fig. 21 and also observed that more signiﬁcant changes occurred in the ﬁltering time for Treebank than NITF. This is explained from Table 3.
Average number of matched twig patterns decreased as the probability of predicate decreased. This explains the downward
trend in the ﬁltering time. In addition, the reduction rate of Treebank is more severe than that of NITF. This difference caused
the signiﬁcant decrease in the ﬁltering time for Treebank.
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Fig. 20. Varying the probability of equality operators when the number of twig pattern is ﬁxed to 150,000.
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Table 3
Average number of matched twig patterns to input documents
Probability of predicates

NITF

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Treebank

5k

10k

20k

5k

10k

20k

291.235
267.95
253.19
219.285
202.245

324.92
302.15
282.395
248.58
225.805

391.88
364.46
339.07
299.895
269.775

1818.1
1485.94
1218.03
968.32
752.13

2675.51
2187.72
1788.92
1422.71
1101.38

3474.55
2840.87
2325.93
1865.26
1450.61
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Fig. 22. Varying the skewness of element names and data values when the number of twig pattern is ﬁxed to 150,000.

7.3.6. Varying the skewness of elements names and data values
To see the effect of distribution of elements names and data values, we conducted experiments varying the skewness
parameter h from 0.0 to 1.0. Note that the element names and data values of twig patterns are chosen according to the skewness parameter, but those of XML documents are uniformly selected. Fig. 22 shows the results. The graphs show that the
performance of pFiST decreased slightly with highly skewed element names and data values. This is because that XML documents are not skewed and pFiST indexed the sequence nodes which also contain structural information rather than element names and data values.
7.3.7. Varying the probability of OR operators
We have measured the inﬂuence of the OR operators on the performance of the ﬁltering algorithms. In order to focus on
the effect of OR operators, we ﬁrst generate the twig patterns which contain only AND operators then replace AND operators
with OR operators according to the probability po ; that is, the twig patterns used in this experiments have the same
structures.
First, we measured the time for parsing twig patterns to see the effects of OR operators. As explained in Section 6, we need
the simpliﬁcation step for parsing twig patterns with AND operators and both the decomposition step and simpliﬁcation step
for parsing twig patterns with OR operators.
As expected, the total number of twig patterns was increased after the decomposition step with the probability of OR
operators, which is described in Table 4. Fig. 23a shows the ratio for parsing twig patterns with OR operators to parsing twig
patterns with only AND operators. Although the total number of twig patterns was increased as the probability of OR operators was increased, the total parsing time for twig pattern containing OR operators was slightly decreased.
Table 4
The number of twig patterns after the decomposition
Probability of OR operators

NITF

Treebank

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

150,000
174,314
195,802
215,021
230,898
245,025

150,000
175,595
198,068
217,094
232,990
246,551
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Fig. 23. Varying the probability of OR operators.

This is explained as follows: When we parse twig patterns with OR operators, the decomposition of twig patterns with OR
operators makes a large number of twig patterns. However, the decomposed twig pattern has a small number of branches.
This reduces costs for the simpliﬁcation step of decomposed twig patterns and the overall parsing time.
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Second, we measured the ﬁltering time with varying the probability of OR operators. The observation is that the ﬁltering
time for NITF did not change noticeably and the ﬁltering time for Treebank decreased slightly. This result explains the effectiveness of the decomposition of twig patterns with OR operators although it makes more number of twig patterns.
7.3.8. Memory usage
In this experiment we investigate the impact of processing value-based predicates on memory usage. We measured the total
memory consumptions by reading the statistics given in/proc/self/statm, which provides memory statistics of processes.
Fig. 24a depicts the memory usage of the pFiST system as the number of predicates increases. As expected, the memory
usage is increased with the number of predicates is increased. Another observation is that the memory usage of NITF data
sets is changed more considerably than that of Treebank data sets due to the characteristics of the DTD.
Fig. 24b shows the effect of input document sizes on memory usage. The sizes of the input XML documents ranged from
‘‘5k” to ‘‘20k” and the number of value-based predicates per twig pattern (N p ) was ﬁxed to 3. The memory consumption by
pFiST was insensitive to the sizes of input documents. This is because the size of a runtime stack is bounded by the depth of
an input document. The average depth of input documents is 10 for NITF and 20 for Treebank.
Fig. 24c depicts the memory usage for varying the skewness of element names and data values. As explained in Section
7.3.6, pFiST is less sensitive to skewness of element names and data values. Thus, the memory usage is changed slightly with
the skewness.
Fig. 24d shows the memory usage for various probability of OR operators. Since the decomposition step makes a twig
pattern with complex structures to multiple twig patterns with simple structures, the memory usage is decreased as the
probability of OR operator is increased.

8. Conclusions
In XML ﬁltering systems, twig patterns (or user proﬁles) contain structural patterns as well as value-based selections.
Although existing XML ﬁltering systems can process structure matching of twig patterns efﬁciently, they provide limited
or no support for value-based predicates containing various operators. In this paper, we have presented the design of the
pFiST system for value-based predicate ﬁltering of XML documents. We have developed an algorithm, which can process
structure matching and also handle value-based predicates in twig patterns. The value-based predicates can include equality
operator (=) and non-equality operators (<; >; <¼; >¼). Value-based predicates can contain AND and OR operators and pFiST
processes them via a simpliﬁcation and decomposition approach. The experimental results conducted over different data
sets and twig patterns demonstrate that pFiST can efﬁciently support value-based predicate ﬁltering of XML documents.
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